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The world is currently experiencing a global 
nightmare in the shape of COVID-19, which has 
severely affected every aspect of life, particularly 
lives and livelihoods. COVID-19 is caused 
by the severe acute respiratory syndrome. 
Coronaviruses are transmitted from animals to 
people, with this particular strain of coronavirus 
thought to have originated from a seafood 
market in the city of Wuhan in China in late 
December of 2019. Symptoms of COVID-19 
resemble that of the common cold, with those 
infected often experiencing fever, coughing, 
and shortness of breath. However, infection 
can lead to pneumonia, multi-organ failure, 
severe acute respiratory syndrome, and even 
death, in more severe cases. The elderly and 
those with preexisting chronic health conditions 
have accounted for the majority of deaths from 
COVID-19 (Source: www.statista.com).  

The impact of Covid-19 on education is 
particularly huge. A report “Learning Losses in 
Pakistan Due to COVID-19 School Closures” 
by the World Bank suggests that an estimated 
930,000 additional children are expected to drop 
out from both primary and secondary education 
due to income loss. The report further describes 
that the ‘learning poverty – share of children 
who do not learn to read and understand a 
simple text by age 10’ will increase by 4 percent. 
In Pakistan learning poverty is already at 75%.

To compensate education loss some of steps 
have been taken by the public and private sector 

like taking virtual classes, which itself has a lot 
of limitations including connectivity issues in 
remote rural areas, limited number of devices 
available per family for sharing among siblings, 
electricity outages and limited interactivity of the 
faculty with children. 

Soon after the re-opening of the schools in 
Pakistan in September 2020, a hope sprouted 
that soon everything would get normal. 
However, within two months of the school 
opening a second wave of COVID-19 emerged 
and Schools got closed again, unfortunately. The 
teaching and learning community has to rely on 
the virtual classes once more. 
 
Considering the above factors, the educational 
authorities and schools in Pakistan will have to 
take appropriate steps to cope with not only 
the ongoing disaster but also minimize the 
impact of this continuing disaster and building 
back better once the schools are open by 
increasing investments in the education sector. 
The Government need to take increased and 
focused efforts not only to create income 
generation opportunities but also offer 
incentives for business and industry as private 
jobs could flourish and people from lower and 
middle classes could salvage from economic 
losses and continue the education of their 
children and avoid dropouts. The schools need 
to re-plan appropriately to minimize the impact 
of losses and bring the students quickly back on 
the educational ladder.

COVID-19: Impacts of a Global Nightmare on 
Education in Pakistan
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Commencement of Face to Face Classes 
After a long break of more than six months the face to face 
classes got started on September 15, 2020. The classes started 
in three phases with the senior section commencing immediately, 
whereas the lower grades started from September 23 and 28 
onwards. IBA PSS got fully functional, while standard operating 
procedures (SOPs) were followed strictly by installing walk 
through hygiene gates, digital temperature checking, wearing 

masks and ensuring distances in and around classrooms.
Belated school opening was compensated with regular and 
punctual classes with lot of enthusiasm demonstrated by the 
learners and teachers. One check point was conducted whereas 
around 60% to 70% course was covered. The students took keen 
interest in project based learning and created several models to 
learn the various processes effectively.

Successful Running of Afternoon Session
The Board of Governors of IBA PSS approved the launching of 
Afternoon Session considering the demand by parents and to 
utilize the building space in an optimal way and generate precious 
revenue for the school financial self-sufficiency. 

The afternoon session was formally announced by the school 
in the month of September 2020. Around 450 students applied 
for admissions in different grades whereas 225 students were 
given admission considering their merit. As some of the students 

applied from far off places of the province, therefore the school 
administration arranged hostel facilities for the boarding students. 
As there was a very limited space available inside the already 
burdened hostels therefore two new buildings were acquired in 
the city and 65 students were accommodated.

The classes were started from October 19, 2020. The students 
demonstrated lot of enthusiasm at their studies.

4th Belt and Road Teenager Maker Virtual Camp

The IBA Public School Sukkur actively participated in ‘4th Belt and 
Road Teenager Maker Virtual Camp, China’. The event was held 
virtually in October-November 2020 due to COVID-19 pandemic. 
The Camp is being organized by Children & Youth Science Center 
(CYSC) of China Association for Science and Technology (CAST) 
co-sponsored by the Ministry of Science and Technology, People’s 
Republic of China. This annual event aiming to strengthen cross-
cultural exchange, promote international understanding, inspire 
innovation in young generation and also for all scientists and science 
teachers to promote mutual learning and fulfil their responsibilities 
in science education career. Every year, this mega event attracts 
over 200 participants from more than 30 countries and international 
organizations. IBA PSS participated in the event enthusiastically 
this time too. The presented projects from the school were on 
Transportation theme (architecture science). The School was also 
honoured to present the inaugural speech of this mega virtual event 
made by one of the students Kashaf Umer who took this pride 
moment to present her culture and nation worldwide. 

A virtual award ceremony of the event was held on November 24, 
2020 through a video conference link and IBAPSS along with other 
participating schools, co-host the event. Fortunately, all 3 teams from 
Senior Section (2 from AKUEB and 1 from CAIE) bagged winning 
awards in two major categories (Best Team Maker Award), while one 
of the team (Shahzaib Hussain, Ali Mardan and Shahzad Ali) led by 
Ms. Rabel Shaikh as coach achieved Second Position Worldwide. 
Ms Nimra Mughal facilitated project from Cambridge Section, under 
architecture theme where she and her students, Faisal Dayo and 
Kashaf Umer presented Lansdowne Bridge as a model and won 
best presentation award globally. The other team led by coach Mr. 
Waseem Siddiqui, comprising of talented students from IX AKUEB 
named Muhammad Zaheeruddin Shaikh, Wajib Ali and Zuhair Mahar, 
presented a project on transportation theme for super bullet train 
model and won best team award at this prestigious international 
level. All and all, it was a great learning experience for students of 
IBA PSS to not only be involved in international competition but also 
win prestigious positions.
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Arshad
Saeed

Ghulam 
Latif 

At IBA Public School Sukkur, we aim to develop and 
enhance the ability of creative thinking and do not intend 
to challenge student’s memory. Continuing the practice, 
in collaboration with ICATS-(International Competence 
& Aptitude Testing Services), we regularly provide such 
opportunities to test students’ educational and sporting skills 
before their application in the competitive world. Recently 
a national level, ICATS-English-linguistics-contest was 
held-on-October-21 2020, where more than 10 talented 
Cambridge Board students spectacled their skill’s mastery 
in the contest, designed to develop English communication 
skills as to how and in which ways words, sentences and 
conversations are built up and how we use English language 
to express in society. The participation was not only rewarded 
when Arshad Saeed and Ghulam Latif from O Level-3 won 
2 Bronze Medals but also, managed to secure positions 
both at institutional and district level, under the facilitation of 
the Section Head, Ms. Sanam Zaryab, which recognises our 
dedication to providing an inclusive and holistic education 
for our whole school community.

Celebrating Seerat-un-Nabi (SAW) - Declamation 
On November 3, 2020, a speech competition was organised by “ 
Bazm-e-Adab” at IBAPSS. On this auspicious occasion students 
from intermediate class expressed their heartfelt reverence and 
knowledge regarding the sacred life of Holy Prophet PBUH. 

Students from grade VI performed a tableau relevant to occasion. 
Students Shehmiza Awan secured 1st position while Ayesha 
Aamir and Aliza won 2nd and 3rd positions respectively. Section 
Head and Judges lauded the efforts of students and organizer 
Ms. Pakiza Sultan.
 
The Principal while expressing his views stressed on the continuity 
of ensuring the co-curricular activities at school. He gave away 
appreciation certificates to the winning students.

Creative Writing Contest (I-CATS)
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2QOLQH�5HæHFWLYH�&RPSRVLWLRQ�&RQWHVW
A reflective composition contest was organized at IBA Public 
School Sukkur, initiated and co-ordinated by Ms. Shumaila 
Memon, teacher ECE. The event attracted interest of students, 
whereas fifteen (15) students participated in the contest. The 
contestants submitted their creative writing compositions. The 
jury headed by Ms. Saima Domki identified student of Class XI, 

Wajiha Qureshi as the ‘Best Writer’ of the contest. The writer 
was handed over appreciation certificate and souvenirs by the 
Principal, Mr. Masood A. Mahesar on Monday, December 14, 2020. 
Other contestants were also given participation certificates. The 
Principal appreciated the organizers and contestants for their 
keen interest in co-curricular activities.

Classroom Management Training
Effective professional development should be an integral part of a dynamic school system as it enables teachers to develop the 
knowledge and necessary skills they need to address students learning challenges. Considering the training needs of the teaching 
staff, the IBA PSS has developed a professional development programme to cater the needs of the teaching faculty. In this regard a 
one day training on ‘Classroom Management’ was organized by IBA PSS on 24th December 2020 under the Continuous Professional 
Development Programme of the School. Dr. Irfan Rind, Associate Professor and prominent educationist from Sukkur IBA University was 
the facilitator of the training. All teaching staff of the IBA PSS actively participated in the training.

The aim of the session was to examine ways that a teacher can manage learner’s behaviour and maintain classroom discipline for 
establishing and maintaining a positive learning environment, whereas following key elements were explored in the training session:

t� 'FBUVSFT�PG�DMBTTSPPN�NBOBHFNFOU�	F�H��QIZTJDBM�FOWJSPONFOU�TPDJBM�FOWJSPONFOU
�
t� 8IBU�DIBMMFOHFT�NVTU�UFBDIFST�OFHPUJBUF�JO�UIF�NBOBHFNFOU�PG�B�DMBTTSPPN �
t� )PX�EP�DMBTTSPPN�EJTDJQMJOF�BOE�NBOBHFNFOU�EJGGFS 
t� 8IBU�LJOE�PG�DMBTTSPPN�FOWJSPONFOU�JT�OFFEFE �
t� 8IBU�EP�XF�OFFE�UP�UIJOL�BCPVU�JO�EFTJHOJOH�BO�FGGFDUJWF�DMBTTSPPN�FOWJSPONFOU �
t� #VJMEJOH�UIF�TPDJBM�FOWJSPONFOU���

“The training was a great source of assistance to the participants and lively. The methods applied by the trainer offered the 
WUDLQHHV�WKH�SUDFWLFDO�ZD\V�DQG�LQVLJKWV�LQWR�WUDQVIRUPLQJ�WKH�UHDO�WLPH�FODVVURRPV��7KH�HOHPHQW�RI�UHVSHFW�ZDV�LGHQWL¿HG�DV�
D�NH\�WR�LPSURYLQJ�WHDFKHU�VWXGHQW�UHODWLRQVKLS�ZKLFK�PD\�RWKHUZLVH�EH�YLFWLP�WR�SRZHU�UHODWLRQVKLS�WKDW�FRQWLQXHV�WR�GH¿QH�
teacher-student relationship even today”, reflected one of the training participants. 



Understanding Professions
In the month of November 2020 the ECE section involved 
students in learning about the professions. The objective of 
the activity was to identify and learn more about community 
members who are relevant to our context and supporting the 
society in one or the other way. The students were prepared 
by their families to wear profession-appropriate attire. The 
teachers used flash cards, videos, photograph display and 
power-point presentation of the professions. 

It proved to be a very  fruitful and effective activity for 
students to learn about different professions and how they 
work for the betterment of the society. 

Parental Awareness Session on Exercises of Practical Life (EPL)
At the school the nursery classes are started with EPL exercises to improve the fine motor skills of children by holding pencil through 
spooning, pegging, cutting, sponging and pouring grains from one container to another, pouring water from jug to glasses. These 
exercises help the students in concentration through hand and eye co-ordination.

Teachers invited parents (mothers) to give an orientation on EPL as they could practice EPL with students/children at home, considering 
the ongoing Covid-19 emergency. Mothers were invited in groups and explained accordingly.

Handwash Activity

Project Based Learning

Properly washed hands are key to the health of 
children. Keeping in view the ECE II organized 
hand washing activity with the objective to 
emphasize upon proper hand washing for 
healthy life and to prevent the spread of diseases 
like diarrhea and common cold. The students 
took keen interest in the activity and learnt 
the intended skills through demonstration and 
practicing.

PBL allows a student to demonstrate his or her capabilities 
while working independently. It shows the child’s ability to 
work with his or her peers, building teamwork and group 
skills. To fulfill this, students were assigned to explore the 
places around them, and make models of places by their 
own choices with either low and no cost material. 

ECE IV focused on “empowered young independent learner” 
who manage his/her digital activities by own without or 
less facilitation of parents. The teachers of the section 
made classes ready for inspection, designed online plans 
and resources to teach students in easy way, planned 
and executed PTMs for improved teaching and learning 
processes and designed assessment worksheets for formal 
and informal assessment. 
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Sports in Focus
The District Government Sukkur celebrated Quaid-e-Azam 
Sports Festival from 21-25 December 2020. As the school (IBA 
PSS) was already closed due to pandemic situation, however 
the sports faculty of the school participated enthusiastically 
in the festival. The Physical Training Instructor, Ms. Kalsoom 
Maitlo participated in the Squash Sports Category and won a 
prestigious ‘Gold Medal’. She was given the medal by the worthy 

Commissioner Sukkur Division, Engineer Shafique Ahmed 
Mahesar in closing ceremony. Ms. Kalsoom has recently joined 
the sports faculty of IBA Public School Sukkur. With this win in 
the Squash Category, she has proved her talent at the District 
Level. She has been active in sports for the last many years. She 
has also played ‘Badminton’ at National Level in the past.

Rally on “Say No to Plastic Bags”
The students from senior section of the IBA Public School Sukkur 
participated in a rally themed “Say No to Plastic Bags” organised 
by District Government Sukkur in collaboration with WWF Pakistan 
and EPA. A big number of students from several schools of Sukkur 
also joined the rally. Students from IBA PSS were appreciated by 
the District Government for strict compliance of Covid-19 SOPs 
and disciplined participation.

The rally started from Sukkur Municipal Cricket Stadium ended at 
Press Club Sukkur. The Deputy Commissioner Sukkur addressed 
the rally and highlighted the hazardous impacts of using plastic 
bags. He promised to ban the use of plastic bags soon. 
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Renovation of Library:
The IBA PSS Library got damaged due to a fire incident on 10 June 2020 
(midnight). The library infrastructure including air-conditioning and lighting 
got collapsed. Fortunately, the books remained safe with minimal smoke 
related damages. IBA PSS with the technical support from Sukkur IBA 
University got the library renovated and refurbished in three months time.

The library recently re-named as Professor Nisar Ahmed Siddiqui 
Community Library is fully functional now for the students, teachers and 
other learning community to seek benefit from.

Schools Closure and 2nd Phase of Online Classes

“YOU BE THE TEACHER PROJECT” for Effective Revisions in O’Level

As the onslaught of Covid-19 entered into the second wave, the Government of Pakistan announced closure of schools once again 
unfortunately. The IBA PSS got closed from November 26, 2020, while the Online Classes were immediately planned and started 
without further delay. The teachers having prior experience ran the classes in an improved manner. However, since the students 
belonged to far flung areas and facing connectivity, electricity failures and limited number of devices the attendance was only upto 
60% to 70%. The classes continued upto 23rd of December before the school got closed due to winter vacation. The School will 
re-open on January 11, 2021, Insha Allah.

Project-based learning provides an opportunity for students to engage deeply with the 
target content, bringing about a focus on long-term retention. This project-based learning 
opportunity allowed O Level students to effectively revise the English subject content by 
becoming a teacher for a whole class period(s)! Timeline for the project was of 5 weeks.

Success skills remained critical thinking, collaboration and self-management whereas 
focused literacy skills were: narrative/descriptive/expository writing, reading fictional/
non-fictional text, presentation of ideas with evidence, engage in collaborative 
conversation. The class was divided into groups and each group had to teach a concept/
topic/skill to other section. 

This project included a few weeks of preparation as students choose a topic, research 
it, and create a lesson complete with notes, handouts, a presentation, activity, and 
assessment for their peers. Each group had 3 lessons, 2 for teaching and 1 for assessing 
the topic/skill.They make their own copies, taught the lesson to the class and successfully 
graded the assessments. The peer class also provided constructive feedback on the 
taught lesson by their seniors which helped them to learn from their seniors who worked 
as a mentor for them in respective topic/skill/concept, providing them visual, auditory 
and kinesthetic experience. Overall, it was a successful and reflective project for both 
mentors and the mentee students.

Interaction with IBA PSS Alumni
Keeping a close contact with the Old Students has always remained an endeared and close to heart 
task at the IBA PSS. The school keeps the Alumni on board on different occasions, communicates 
with them and share newsletters as they could remain in touch and support the cause of education 
at the school. The formal Alumni Association has yet to be organized. The school invited Old Students 
by writing them letters and sharing forms for their registration for Alumni Association. The newsletter 
for the period July-September 2020 was also shared with them.

IBA PSS is planning to organize a meet up for the Alumni Members immediately after the post 
Covid-19 normalization.



The Municipal Corporation has renamed Airport Road in the name of Professor Nisar 
Ahmed Siddiqui, a veteran educationist, founder of Sukkur IBA University and Chairman 
Board of Governors, IBA PSS. The move has been made by the local government to 
acknowledge long and enduring services of Professor Siddiqui to the society. Professor 
Nisar Siddiqui passed away on Monday, June 22, 2020.

Road in the Name of Professor Nisar Ahmed Siddiqui
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Test Conduction – NTS, HEC, STS, NBP
IBA PSS has remained a preferred destination for conducting 
competitive tests for recruitment against various positions 
or admissions in different academic institutions. The school 
provides vast and spacious venue and infrastructure, trained 
staff and excellent arrangements. In the foregoing quarter, the 
school hosted tests organized by Sukkur IBA University Testing 
Services (STS) for Cadet College Karampur held on October 31, 
2020 (160 candidates) and recruitment against various positions 

in IBA Community Colleges and Schools held on December 13, 
2020 (450 candidates), National Testing Services (NTS) test held 
on 29 November 2020 for MDCAT Pakistan Medical Council 
(1,200 candidates), Education Testing Commission of HEC (Law 
Aptitude Test held on December 6, 2020 (1,200 candidates) and 
Grade Promotion Test of National Bank of Pakistan on December 
20, 2020 (346 candidates).

For further information please contact:

IBA Public School,
Military Road, Sukkur

Tel & Fax: 071-9310715-18

Web: pssukkur.edu.pk 

Email: info.pss@ibacc.edu.pk and ps_suk@yahoo.com
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